Mobius Cowl
Designed by
Deja Joy
Skill Level: Easy
Materials:
1 skein Lamb’s Pride Bulky (5) Weight
Yarn in color: Ocean Waves (M220)
• 100 grams/ 125 yards per skein
• Substitute with any bulky weight
type yarn in any color you like.
Crochet Hook: US-L [8mm]
Gauge: 2” = 5 SCs and 5 1/2 rows
Finished Measurements: approx. 24”
circumference x 7” high

Creating Mobius Twist
You will join your foundation CH to form a ring,
but instead of making sure there are no twists in
your CH, you will purposefully put a 180 degree
twist before joining the RND with SL ST in first
CH. See pictures for a visual reference of this
twist.

To create the mobius, twist the yarn 180 degrees. Then
insert hook through the loop on “top” of yarn to join. As
you can see in the picture above, the black “lines” represent the bottom bump of your foundation chain. The arrow
is pointing at where the twist in this RND was made. Your
hook will enter the loop that is above your foundation bump.
Then perform SL ST to close RND. You will be working into
the “top” loop for the first 60 STS, then work into the “bottom” loop for the remaining 60 STS of the RND (see pattern
instructions below for more info).
Traditional joining of a RND. All “V”s are pointing the
same direction. The black “V”s above represent your chain
“V”s as they make their way around the RND.
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Cowl Instructions

RND 1: CH 1, SC in each ST around. 120 STS

CH 60

Note: This is where you will be working in the top
loop of the foundation chain for 60 STS, then the
bottom loop of the foundation chain for the remaining 60 STS.

Note: When stitching, each RND
will make a figure 8. You will see a
middle line and half of your rows will be
facing downwards, you will end up with a total of
20 rows even though you are only stitching 10(see
picture below for visual). Use a stitch marker to
keep track of RNDs because this pattern is worked
in spirals, there will be no joining of RNDs.

RND 2: SC in each ST around. 120 STS
RNDs 3 -10: Repeat RND 2. 120 STS
After last ST of RND 10, SL ST next ST then fasten off for a nice finish. Weave in ends. Enjoy!
Alternate Stitches and Looks
You can easily substitute stitches in this pattern for
a different look. You can use a HDC stitch instead
of SC for a shorter and denser look.

Abbreviations Used
CH: chain
RND: round
SC: single crochet
ST(S): stitch(es)
SL ST: slip stitch
HDC: half double crochet
Dashed white line shows where the foundation chain will
be. Each Rnd worked will result in a row above and below
the foundation chain. Notice how each side is a mirror of the
other.
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